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A theory of stochastic calculus of variations is presented which generalizes the 
ordinary calculus of variations to stochastic processes. Generalizations of the Euler 
equation and Noether’s theorem are obtained and several conservation laws are 
discussed. An application to Nelson’s probabilistic framework of quantum 
mechanics is also given. 
1. MOTIVATION 
In classical mechanics the dynamical law is represented by Hamilton’s 
principle of least action within the realm of calculus of variations. Motion of 
the dynamical system with ./ degrees of freedom is given by a flow in R’ 
which annihilates the differential of the action functional 
J = i” L@(r), i(t)) dt,
*IA 
(1.1) 
where L E C’(R*‘d R) is the Lagrangian of the system, x E C2 ([u, b] + R’) 
is the flow and A! is its velocity (i.e., X: = dx/dt). If the system consists of N 
nonrelativistic particles with mass m, the Lagrangian has a familiar form 
L(x,,?)= $rn/il'- V(x), (1.2) 
where /iI* = i . .i = I{=_, (ii)*, f = 3N and V E C’(Z& R) is the potential 
energy of the system. In this case Newton’s dynamical law, 
mX = - grad V, (1.3) 
is a consequence of Euler’s fundamental theorem of calculus of variations 
d2L * 
;i; ai 
(-)-$0. (1.4) 
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In quantum echanics the dynamical law is from the first represented by 
a differential equ tion, that is, the Schrodinger equation. Motion of the 
system is given by a one-parameter unitary flow in a Hilbert space 
L,(Rf + C) generated by the Schrodinger equation 
ihs= 
2 
-&div grad + V v, (1.V 
where ZI is the Planck constant divided by271 and w(., t) E L, (Rf + C) for 
each t. 
It has been thought that he dynamical law in quantum echanics i
drastically different from that in classical mechanics. In particular the e are 
no least action principles strongly analogous to Hamilton’s onein quantum 
mechanics although Feynman and Schwinger found aweaker one [ 11. 
In the present paper Iwill develop a theory of stochastic calculus of 
variations which may be considered as a generalization of theordinary 
calculus of variations t  stochastic pro esses. Within the realm of stochastic 
calculus of variations, it will be shown that he dynamical law in quantum 
mechanics is also represented by a least action principle strongly analogous 
to Hamilton’s classical one. 
It should be noted here that he present approach tostochastic cal ulus of 
variations is inspired by Nelson’s vital and elegant investigation of 
dynamical theories of Brownian motion [2]. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Let ($2,91, Pr)be a base probability space, where Q is a certain nonempty 
set, C! is a u-algebra of subsets of R and Pr is a probability measure d fined 
on a. A mapping x from an open time interval Z into a Hilbert space 
H = L,((R, Pr) + R’) is a stochastic pro ess of econd order in Rf if tb x(t) 
is continuous from Z into H. Let P= {q},,, and F = {&}IE, be an 
increasing family and a decreasing family of u-algebras, e pectively, such 
that x(t) is q-measurable andT-measurable. In other words P and F are 
two filtrations o which xis adapted. If 
Dx(t) = I$ E 
x(t + h) - x(t) 
h I I 
~ 
I 
exists a a limit nH for each tin Z and t b Dx(t) is continuous from Zinto 
H, the stochastic pro ess x is said to be mean forward differentiable. If the 
same condition s satisfied by 
D, x(t) = l$ E 
x(t) - x(t - h) 
h I 1 ~ I9 (2.2) 
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x is said to be mean backward differentiable. Here E[a1 S] denotes the 
conditional expectation w threspect to aa-algebra 9 c 67. Dx and D,x are 
called the mean forward and backward derivatives. 
Let us denote by C’(Z+ H) the totality of mean forward and backward 
differentiable stochastic processes of econd order adapted toP and F. A 
completion of C’(Z+ Z-Z) inthe norm 
llxll = y (IIx(Oll~ + IIDxWll~ + Il&xWll~) (2.3) 
is also denoted byC’(Z--+ H),where 1) .IJH is the norm of ZZ. 
Let 9 E C’(R3f-+ R) and consider a functional defined onC’(Z-+ H), 
Jab = E Wx(t>, Dx(t), D, 44) dt 1 , 
where E[ .] denotes the absolute expectation and a, b E I, a < b. A functional 
J defined onC’(Z+ H) is said to be differentiable at x E C’(Z-1 H)if 
J(x +z> - J(x) = dl(x, z)+ R(x, z), (2.5) 
where cU(x, z)is a linear functional of z E C’(Z+ H) and R(x, z) = o(l]zl]). 
The linear functional 07(x, .) on C’(Z-+ H) is called the differential or the 
variation of the functional J at xE C’(Z+ H). 
I make some regularity assumptions on x E C’(Z+ H) and 
9 E C1(R3f+ R), namely grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) is adapted toF and mean 
backward differentiable, and grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) is adapted toP and mean 
forward differentiable, where grad, denotes the gradient i  he second R*of 
R3f and grad, denotes that in the third Rf of R3f. A stochastic process 
x E C’(Z+ Z-Z) satisfying those regularity assumptions is aid to be Y- 
adapted. 
THEOREM 1 (Fundamental theorem of stochastic calculus of 
variations). The functional J bgiven by Eq. (2.4) is dlflerentiable at anyY- 
adapted process x E C’(Z + H) and its dl@erential is given by 
dl,,=E (grad, 9 - D,(grad, 9)- D(grad, Y)} 
(x(t), D-N, 4 x(t)) - z(t) dt1 
+ Elkrad, 9 + grad, W(x(t), DxW, &x(t)> a z(t)li3 (2.6) 
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I prefer towrite Eq. (2.6) in a formal way, 
(2.7) 
To prove this theorem Irecall a theorem of Nelson [2]. 
THEOREM 2 (Product rule). Let y and z be stochastic processes in
C’(Z -+ H). Then 
f E[ y(t) .z(t)] = WY(t) * z(t) + v(t) .&z(t)]. V-8) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since 9 E C’(R3f+ R) it admits a Taylor 
expansion 
L/(x + z, Dx + Dz, D, x + D, z) - 9(x, Dx, D, x) 
= grad, 9(x, Dx, D, x) . z + grad, 9(x, Dx, D, x) . Dz 
+ grad, ip(x, Dx, D*x) + D+ + o(]] z I]). 
This yields by integration 
Jab(X + z> -Jab(X) 
=E 
[j 
b {grad, L/(x, Dx, D,x) . z + grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) . Dz 
(I 
+ grad, 9(x, Dx, D, x) . D, z} dt 1 + o(]] z I]). 
By the product rule (2.8) 
Jab(x + ‘) -Jab(X) 
=E 
Lj 
b {grad, Y - D,(grad, .Y) - D(grad, Y)}(x, Dx, D,x) . z dt 
+ EL(grad, 9 + grad, 9)(x, Dx, D, x) . z ]i] + o(]] z I]) 
1 
for g-adapted x. Q.E.D. 
An p-adapted process x E C’(Z-, Z-Z) is called a stationary point or an 
extremal ofthe functional Jobif it annihilates hedifferential at x, that is, 
dJ&(X, . ) = 0. 
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THEOREM 3. A necessary and suSJicient condition for an Y-adapted 
process x to be a stationary point of the functional J bgiven by Eq. (2.4) with 
fixed end points x(a) = x, and x(b) = xb is that it satisfies 
(grad, Y -D, grad, P -D grad, LP)(x, Dx, D,x) = 0 (2.9) 
almost surely, where x, and x,, belong to H. 
This is a generalization of he Euler equation (1.4) inordinary calculus of 
variations t  stochastic pro esses. Again Iprefer a formal expression 
E-D* (&)-D (L*:(t)) =O wt> (2.10) 
to Eq. (2.9). 
ProoJ: Since z(a) = z(b) = 0 
. 
dJQ,=E (grad, LP- D, grad, Y - D grad, .P) . z dt . 1 
It suffices to claim that for astachastic pro ess ofsecond order y 
E b 
[i 
y(t) .z(t) dt 
a 1 = 0 (2.11) 
for any z E C’(Z-+ H) if and only if y= 0 (a.s.). Assume y(u) >0 (a.s.) for 
u E (a, b). Then by continuity y(t)>c > 0 (a.s.) in a neighborhood f U; 
a<u-d<t<u+d<b, d>O. Since zEC’(I-+H) is arbitrary I choose, 
for example, a mean square differentiable process z uch that z(t) = 0 (a.s.) 
for a < t ,< u-d, u + d < t < b, z(t) >0 (a.s.) for u -d < t < u + d and 
z(t) = 1 (a.s.) for u- id < t < u + fd. Then (f: y(t) .z(t) dt > dc > 0 (a.s.), 
and so I get acontradiction E(li y(t) .z(t) dt] > 0. 
The converse is obvious. Q.E.D. 
The main example I have in mind is xE C’(Z-+ H) a Markov process and 
40 given by 
9(x, Dx, D, x) = f?-(Dx, D, x) - V(x) 
=f(fm ]Dx]‘+ fm ]D*x]‘) - V(x), (2.12) 
where g(Dx, D,x) corresponds to a kinetic energy and the other quantities 
are same as in Eq. (1.2). In this example the Euler equation (2.9) becomes 
m f(DD+ x + D, Dx) = - grad V(x) (a.s.>, (2.13) 
which is identical with ageneralization of Newton’s dynamical law due to 
Nelson (2 1. 
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3. CONSERVATION LAWS 
Let G = Vklk,, be a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms 17,:
R* -+ Rf, with U, = identity. Uk)s also act on the mean forward and backward 
derivatives, Dx and D*x, in a natural way. 9 E C’(R3’+ R) is said to be 
invariant u der the one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms G if 
Y’( Ukx, U, Dx, U, D, x) = Y’(x, Dx, D, x) 
for every k E R and any x E C’(I+ H). 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 4. Let Jab a functional on C’(I+ H) given by Eq. (2.4) with 
9 invariant under the one-parameter group G. Let x E C’(Z-+ H) be a 
stationary point of Jab with fixed end point condition x(a) = x, and 
x(b) = xb. Then 
f E (grad, Y + grad, P)(x(t>, ox(t), &x(t)) .-$ (UAt))l 
k=O 
] = 0. 
(3.2) 
In other words 
F(x, Dx, D*x) = (grad, 9 + grad, 9)(x, Dx, D,x) . $ (Ukx(t)) 
k=O 
(3.3) 
is a conserved quantity. I call this conserved quantity a first integral and
write it formally 
'-&("kx,l - 
k=O 
(3.4) 
This theorem isa generalization of Noether’s theorem inordinary calculus 
of variations t  stochastic pro esses. 
Proox Let x’(k, t) = Ukx(t) for k E R and a < t < b, then x’(k, .) =
U,x E C’(I+ H) and it is g-adapted since 9 is invariant u der G and x is 
P-adapted. Because 9 is invariant u der G
LY(x’(k, t), Dx’(k, t), D,x’(k, t)) = 0 (a.s.). 
This yields 
grad, 9. g + grad, ip 
8Dx’ 
4 x + grad, p 
aD, x’ .----=o ak (a.s.). 
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Since U, is a diffeomorphism 
grad, 5P + $ + grad, 9 . D g + grad, .Y . D, g = 0 (as.). 
By the Euler equation (2.9) for x= x’ lkzO 
1 (D, grad, Y’ t D grad, Y) . $ t grad, Y . D 2 
t grad, 4p. D, g 
II 
=o (as.). 
k=O 
Take the absolute expectation, obtaining 
E D, grad, 4p(x, Dx, D,x) . $$ 
k-0 
_ 
+ grad, .P(x, Dx, De x) . D $ 
k-0 
t D grad, 9(x, Dx, D*x) . -f$ 
k-0 
_ 
+ grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) . D, g I 1 = 0. k-0 _ 
Therefore, by the product rule (2.8), 
f E grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) * $ 
k-0 
_ 
t grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) . $ I 1 = 0, k-0 _ 
whihc is the desired result. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Y be given by Eq. (2.12). Since V is the potential 
energy of the system of N nonrelativistic par les with mass m, V and so 4p 
are taken to be invariant u der one-parameter groups of translation in R3;
U,, :xi I-+ xi t k, 
Xi 
UkZ:xibxi+k2 
Xi 
Uk, :xi I-+ xi + k, 
Xi 
if i 3 1 (mod 3), 
otherwise, 
if i=2 (mod3) 
otherwise, 
if i=3 (mod3) 
otherwise. 
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Then, by Theorem 4, 
q = 
z \‘ 
i= l(mod3) 
m i (Dx’ + D*x’), 
y*= \’ 
i=ZGod3) 
m + (Dx’ + De xi), 
y3= \‘ 
i=3?&d3) 
m r (Dx’ + D, xi) 
are conserved quantities corresponding to thetotal momentum of the system. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let u E Cl@-+ R) be strictly monotone and u(a) =a’, 
u(b) = b’. The inverse function s denoted byt(u) for a’ < u < b’, and x(t(u)) 
is denoted byx’(u). x’(u) is then 9”‘,-measurable and FU-measurable, wh re 
9’: =%) and Sr’,, = 3&). Let us introduce a new function 
y! E qpff 1) + R) through a relation 
where (x’, t)E C’(u(1) -+ L,((R, Pr) -+ Rf+‘)). Suppose that 9’ is invariant 
under aone-parameter group of translations 
then, by Theorem 4, 
U, : (x’, t) t-+ (x’, t + k), 
= 0. 
In terms of 9, this becomes 
-$-E -(grad, .9(x’, Dx’, D* x’) . Dx’ 
+ grad, U(x’, Dx’, D,x’) . D,x’) + P(x’, Dx’, D,x’) = 0. 1 
Therefore, for u= t identically, 
$ E[grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) . Dx 
+ grad, 9(x, Dx, D* X) . D, x - 9(x, Dx, D* x)] = 0. (3.5) 
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The conserved quantity 
/ = grad, L/(X, Dx, D, x) . Dx + grad, 9(x, Dx, D,x) * &x - 
9(x, Dx, D, x), (3.6) 
or formally, 
(3.7) 
corresponds to the total energy of the system. If 9’ does not depend on t 
explicitly, which is certainly the case in the present paper, then the total 
energy (3.6) conserves. 
For Y given by Eq. (2.12), the total energy (3.6) becomes 
8=f(~m(D~(~+~m~D~x(*)+ V(x) (3.8) 
and the energy conservation law (3.5) becomes identical with that of 
Nelson 151. 
THEOREM 5 (Virial theorem). Let Job a functional of the type (2.4) with 
Y given by Eq. (2.12). Let x E C’(I -+ H) be a stationary point of Jab with 
fixed end points x(a) = x, and x(b) = x~. Then 
- hm 
(b-a)-or, 
(b - a)-’ lb E[2g(x(t), Dx(t), D*x(t))] dt
a 
- 
= Cb!um~m (b- a)-’ I” E[grad v(x(t)) . x(t)] df, (3.9) 
a 
if 
E[grad, a(~,, Dx(#), D*x(#>)- x,+grad, a(~,, D-X(#), &-$#)*x+l < * 
for # = a and b. 
ProoJ By Euler’s theorem on homogeneous functions, 
This yields 
26 = Dx . grad, d + D,x . grad, g. 
E[2g] = E[Dx . grad, d + D,x . grad, g]. 
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On the other hand, by the product rule (2.8), 
$ E[ (grad,  + grad, g) . x] 
= E[grad, g . Dx + grad, &? . D,x + (D, grad, g + D grad, g) . ~1. 
By the Euler equation (2.9), this becomes 
$,!?[(grad, g + grad, R) . x] = E[2g] -E[grad V(x) .x]. 
Take the absolute expectation, integrate over [a, b] and divide by(b - a), 
obtaining 
(b - a)- ’E[ (grad,  + grad, a) . x ]i] 
= (b - a)-’ (” E[2K] dt - (b - a)-’ jb E[grad V(x) .x] dt. 
a * 
Finally one gets the desired result (3.9) bypassing tothe limit (b- a) -+ 03. 
Q.E.D. 
4. APPLICATION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS 
Just as ordinary calculus ofvariations plays an essential ro e in the 
formulation of classical mechanics, the present s ochastic calculus of
variations might be connected with a certain generalization of classical 
mechanics. Indeed I will show that it provides a new probabilistic framework 
of quantum echanics identical with Nelson’s one, that is, stochastic 
mechanics [2-61. Therefore quantum echanics an be formulated within 
the realm of stochastic cal ulus of variations n which the dynamical law is 
strongly analogous to Hamilton’s principle of ast action. From this point of 
view quantum echanics is anatural generalization of classical mechanics. 
There are no drastic differences between the dynamical law in classical 
mechanics and that in quantum echanics atleast in their variational 
theoretical forms. 
Here I illustrate Nelson’s stochastic ma hanics only briefly [2-61: 
Suppose that one has a solution w(., t) EL#+ C), t E 1, of the 
Schrddinger equation (1.5). It admits a polar decomposition 
v(x, t) = exp(R(x, t) +iS(x, 2)). 
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Then the Markov process x E C’(Z-+ H) generated by the infinitesimal 
generator 
Y = b(x, t) . grad +& div grad 
satisfies Eq. (2.13), where the drift b is given by 
b = $ (grad R + grad S). 
Moreover, ifw,( .) E L,(R ‘+ C) is a Cauchy data for the solution w(., t), 
t E Z and t > a, then the Markov process x with initial probability 
distribution 1 y/,(x)]* h’x has the probability d stribution ] I,U(X, t)]’ d x at all 
time tE Z, t > a. The converse is also true. Inother words one can associate 
a Markov process atisfying the generalization of Newton’s dynamical law 
(2.13) aswell as the probability aw (~(x, t)]* dx= Pr(x(t) E dx} to the 
Schrodinger equation (1 S). 
Let us consider nowthe following generalization of classical mechanics of 
the system of N nonrelativistic par les (1.2): 
(i) Motion of the dynamical system is given by an Y-adapted stochastic 
process x E C’(Z+ H) which annihilates th  differential of the“action 
functional” (2.4), where the “Lagrangian” ip is given by Eq. (2.12). 
In this case one knows that x is Y-adapted ifthe past q and the future 5 
are conditionally independent given the present 4 n 6 and Dx and D, x 
are mean backward differentiable and mean forward differentiable, respec- 
tively [2]. 
(ii) xis a Markov process. 
Let us denote byCk’(R/ x Z -+ R9 the totality of functions u: RfX Z + Rf 
of class C2 in x E Rf and class C’ in t E Z which may take infinite values in
some subset ofRf with vanishing Lebesgue m asure. 
(iii) There xist U+E: Ck’(Rf X Z-P R9 such that 
Dx(f) = u + (x(t), r> (a.s.) (4.1) 
and U- E C2*‘(Rf x I+ R9 such that 
&x(t) = u-(x(t), t) (a.s.). (4.2) 
The existence of Markov processes in C’(Z-+ H) which satisfy such 
conditions as (4.1) and (4.2) has been proved by Nagasawa [7] and 
Albeverio andHoegh-Krohn [8]. 
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(iv) x is such that 
=liiE 
{x’(t) - x’(t - h)}(x’(t) - x’(t - h)) 
h I I 
.~ 
t 
where 6” is 1 for i=j and 0 for i# j. 
The condition (iv) represents a physical requirement due o Feynman [l] 
which is thought characteristic to “paths” ofparticles in quantum mechanics. 
(v) The probability distribution of x(t) has a density 
p E CZV’(Rf x I+ R) with respect to he Lebesgue m asure dx. 
By the conditions (i)and (ii), x is found to satisfy’ the Euler equation 
(2.13) which is the very dynamical law in Nelson’s stochastic mechanics. 
Therefore those conditions (i)-(v) arecompletely quivalent to Nelson’s ones 
except the integrability assumption 
fm(v+ +v-)=hgradS, (4.4) 
where SE C’(Rf X I+ R). However this is no longer anassumption buta 
consequence of the condition (i)within the realm of stochastic cal ulus of 
variations. 
THEOREM 6. Let Jab a functional of the type (2.4). Let x E C’(Z --f H) be 
a stationary point of Jab with fixed end points x(a) = x, and x(b) = xb. 
Consider a function W: Rf X (a, b) -+ R given by 
Then 
W(x(Q tj = E 
[ 
jt ~(x(u), Wuj, &x(u)> 4x(r)]. (4.5) 
a 
b-4 9 + grad, WW), Dx(t>, &x(Q) 
= grad W(x(t), t) (as. j
Proof: Let z E C’(I-* H) with z(a) = z(b) = 0, then 
w-w + z(t), t>- ww,> 
(4.6) 
=E 
[J 
t (grad 9 - D, grad, .Y - D grad, 9)(x, Dx, D* x) 
(1 
. z du ( x(t) and z(t) 
I 
+ E [ (grad, 9 + grad, 9)(x, Dx, D* x) . z ]L /x(t) and z(t)]. 
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Since x satisfies the Euler equation (2.9) by Theorem 3, this becomes 
w-w + z(t),  -Wx(t>, ) 
= (grad, 9 + grad, 9)(x(t), Dx($ Dx(f)) . z(t) +o(llzll). 
This implies Eq. (4.6). Q.E.D. 
If I apply this theorem to the Lagrangian given by Eq. (2.12), I obtain 
with the use of the condition (iii) 
fm(u+ + v-) = grad W, (4.7) 
which recovers Nelson’s a sumption (4.4) by taking S= W/fi. 
Thus I find that he present generalization of classical mechanics of the 
system of N nonrelativistic particles ha the same dynamical law as Nelson’s 
probabilistic framework of quantum echanics, and so it may be considered 
as a mathematical formulation of quantum echanics interms of stochastic 
calculus ofvariations [9]. Nelson showed that 
ty(x, t)= p”*(x, 1) exp(iS(x, t)) (4.8) 
satisties theSchrodinger quation (1.5). Within the realm of stochastic 
calculus ofvariations, thiscan be represented in the form 
ty(x, t)= pl’*(x, t) exp 
i’ [J 
+-E ’ P(x(u), Dx(u), &x(u)) du x(t) = x 
a I IL 
(4.9) 
where the Lagrangian 9 is given by Eq. (2.12). 
I conclude that the dynamical aw in quantum mechanics can be 
represented also by a principle of least action within the realm of stochastic 
calculus ofvariations. Motion of the system of N nonrelativistic particles 
with mass m in quantum mechanics is given by an Y-adapted Markov 
process inRf which annihilates the differential of the action functional 
Jab = E {i(irn IDx(t)J’ t iml&x(t)l*) - W(O)} df 1. (4.10) 
Clearly this least action principle is strongly analogous toHamilton’s one in 
classical mechanics. By a mathematical procedure inNelson’s stochastic 
mechanics, uch a stochastic flow in Rf can be represented by a one- 
parameter unitary flow in a Hilbert space L2(Rf --t C) generated by the 
Schrodinger equation (1.5). 
Examples 1and 2 explain nothing but the total momentum conservation 
law and the total energy conservation lawin quantum mechanics from the 
5x0/41/3 5 
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point of view of stochastic calculus of variations. Theorem 5explains the 
virial theorem inquantum echanics. Theresult coincides with the conven- 
tional one for bound states. Since bound states correspond to strictly 
stationary g-adapted Markov processes in the probabilistic framework of
quantum mechanics 18, 91, Eq. (3.9) becomes simply 
E[2a(x(t), Dx(t), &x(t))] = E[grad V(x(t)) . x(t)]. (4.11) 
For more about he application of stochastic calculus of variations to 
quantum mechanics, seethe last reference [9]. 
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